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J.D. McCrary
Executive Director

From the director
Overcoming challenges

As our planet and climate continue to change, so must Georgia 
ForestWatch as an organization. Coming in as the new Executive 
Director has been a heartwarming experience, and while I strive to learn 
each of your names and more about the organization’s history and role, 
I also see the need to grow in parallel with our expanding concerns. 
Our mission and vision are clear, our direction is promising, and our 
organization is outstanding and healthy with unlimited potential, 
but the challenges we face as we move forward are equally complex 
and concerning. Climate change, stakeholders who embrace the 
commercialization of our public lands, elected officials actively working 
against ensuring our forest’s health for future generations, polluting 
corporations, and invasive species are all threats we increasingly face that 
need to be actively addressed. I am, however, eternally optimistic, that 
together we can use our collective voice to address and overcome any 
challenge in front of us.

 Georgia ForestWatch has a 36-year history of working closely with the 
U.S. Forest Service and the staff and leadership of the Chattahoochee-
Oconee National Forests. I strive to continue building upon that 
working relationship to ensure our forests are healthy and vibrant, with 
the space to breathe, for all of us who wish to enjoy the forests in their 
natural and proper state and for our forests to remain healthy for future 
generations in perpetuity. To do so we must reduce, or even eliminate, 
the amount of commercial timber harvesting and road building 
taking place and planned, continue the removal of invasive species, 
and monitor stream sedimentation and the improper use of roads 
that contribute to its increase. While recreational uses of our forests 
and public lands are increasing, Georgia ForestWatch must support 
expanded opportunities for those who want to experience our forests, 
but must also educate our communities on how to not “love our forests 
to death.” Expanding upon our outreach and public education to reach 
broader stakeholders is a goal we must embrace. Lastly, climate change 
is no longer a theoretical event predicted for the future but is a reality in 
our lives today. While there are many approaches needed to alleviate and 
reverse climate change, there is no solution to climate change that does 
not include healthy and sustainable national forests.

I deeply appreciate the warm welcome I have received as the new 
Executive Director and thank Jess Riddle, and all of his predecessors, for 
their role in making the organization successful.  As I assume my new 
role I stand on the shoulders of giants, including many of you who have 
supported this wonderful organization for decades. I look forward to 
getting to know you better and hopefully, with your help, will not only 
increase the voice and effectiveness of the organization but be a welcome 
member of the Georgia ForestWatch family. 

J.D. McCrary visits Cooper Creek’s 17’ circumference poplarJ.D. McCrary visits Cooper Creek’s 17’ circumference poplar
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Contact Information
Georgia ForestWatch

www.gafw.org

81 Crown Mountain Place, Building C, Suite 200
Dahlonega, GA  30533  •  706-867-0051

Georgia ForestWatch is a 501(c)3
nonprofit educational corporation.

Georgia ForestWatch sees a future where people can enjoy forests that 
have reached their full majesty, where intact natural processes support 
healthy ecosystems and thriving biodiversity, and clean streams supply 

water to millions of Georgians. We believe this future requires the 
protection and appreciation of Georgia’s national forests, and the 

watersheds, native plants and wildlife they encompass.

Our mission is to enhance the health of Georgia’s 867,000 acres 
of National Forest by protecting our forests and streams, advocating 

for natural processes and identifying opportunities to improve 
Forest management.

Book Review
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by Sue Harmon   :   Board Member

Finding the Mother Tree: Discovering the Wisdom of the Forest
by Suzanne Simard

You probably know of Suzanne Simard from 
her famous TED talks about how trees talk 
to each other, which began in 2014 and have 
been viewed by more than 10 million people 
worldwide.  Simard has now done more than 
just talk.  She’s written a deeply personal book 
about how her love of the forest, her family 
life, and her research evolved together to result 
in pioneering science that documents the 
ways that trees connect and sustain each other 
within the forest community.

Simard’s book is a memoir which goes deep 
into the science of her research (a bit too 
much in the weeds for my brain), but it was interesting to hear 
her take on the criticism of her work. However, now it seems her work 
has gained much wider acceptance in the scientific community as other 
researchers have confirmed many of her early findings. Many scientists 
seem to find it bothersome that she talks in anthropomorphic terms about 
trees. I’ve listened to several interviews with Simard and she says she totally 
understands this but doesn’t really care.  To her, trees are incredible living 
beings deserving of as much, if not more, respect than people.  When 
you realize how trees have adapted and operated as a community on this 
planet for far longer than people, it is pretty darn amazing.  Humans are 
totally dependent on trees, but trees have no dependence on humans.  In 
fact, the survival of trees would likely be enhanced if humans were not 
around!  I love this new (to me) take on evolution – that it’s cooperation, 
not competition, that characterizes a species’ success at procreating and 
surviving.  People could learn a lot from the trees.

Simard’s personal story begins with a childhood in the rain forests of British 
Columbia, where she was raised by a family of loggers descended from the 
first hand fellers of the early 1900’s, and continues through the seasons 
of 2 marriages, raising 2 daughters, surviving cancer, and a life of dogged 
field research and teaching.  Her honesty about her personal struggles and 
her passion for her work kept me moving through the story of her journey, 
and left me with increased respect for the natural world and a strengthened 
realization that we are only just beginning to understand nature’s 
complexity.  Yes, people could learn a lot from the trees.  And Simard helps 
us to hear what the trees have to say.  n
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(continued on page 9)

Around the forest

Foothills Landscape Project – J. D. McCrary, 
Executive Director

Georgia ForestWatch continues to both monitor and participate in 
the Forest Service’s Foothills Landscape Project (FLP). Comments 
on the 2021 Revised Programmatic Environmental Assessment (EA) 
closed August 13, 2021 and are currently being reviewed by the 
Forest Service (FS). The Forest Service anticipates having a decision 
made on the Revised EA in December 2021, but this may be pushed 
back depending on the number and length of comments provided. 
Simultaneously, ForestWatch is looking forward to being an active 
member in the Foothills Collaborative Group (FCG), a stakeholder 
advisory group working with the Forest Service to provide input 
before projects are initiated under the Foothills Landscape Project. 
ForestWatch’s representative Jess Riddle submitted input on the 
membership proposal for Foothills Collaborative Group. This proposal 
lays the foundation for who should be represented, who will facilitate, 
and the decision making process for site specific actions to be carried 
out on national forest lands within the Foothills Landscape for decades 
to come. 

Blue Ridge District – Nick Nichols, District Leader
 
The Blue Ridge Ranger District has recently posted a number of 
SOPAs (Scopes of Proposed Actions), to which GAFW leaders have 
responded and which are detailed below.
 
Fall 2021 Recreational Events totaling 1862 “service days.”  GAFW 
recommended limiting the number of events and individuals.  
GAFW fully supports more complete and in-depth monitoring of 
the increasing impacts of special use permit (SUP) events in order to 
assess impacts and to avoid and prevent permanent damage to forest 
resources. 
 
Brawley Mountain Communication Tower:  A request has been made 
for a SUP to construct a radio communications tower on Brawley 
Mountain adjacent to an existing fire tower. Ground disturbance 
would be limited to a 30’x30’ area located immediately adjacent to 
the Benton MacKaye Trail. GAFW submitted comments suggesting 
that it would be desirable to locate the proposed improvements within 
the footprint of the existing access roads and other site structures 
and equipment, rather than to increase the areas of disturbance 
immediately adjacent to the Benton MacKaye Trail, and that the Trail 
should be buffered from construction and visual impacts to the extent 
possible. Screening of the generator and other buildings should be 
considered.
 
Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forest’s FY 2023 Land and Water 
Conservation Fund (LWCF) Nominations: Lands proposed for 

acquisition are within or adjacent to existing forest lands.  GAFW 
supports the addition of lands and out-parcels that “plug the holes and 
fill the gaps” within existing forest lands and can serve as buffers and 
corridors to and between forest lands.  These include: Etowah River, 
Stekoa Creek, Nimblewill and Bosshardt on West Armuchee Creek tracts.
 
Conasauga District – Robin Hitner and David Govus, 
District Leaders

At this time the Armuchee/west side of the Conasauga District has very 
little activity.   On 9/2/21, District Leader Robin Hitner contacted 
new forest personnel – Daniel Morrill (Timber Management Assistant) 
and William Hunter (Silviculturist) who said that there have been no 
operations on either the Ponder Creek or the Dick Creek timber sales, 
both of which are part of the Armuchee Healthy Forest Project.

Georgia Forest Watch continues to monitor the Fightingtown Wildlife 
Project.  Conceived in 2016, the project consists of cutting 60 to 90% 
of the trees off of several hundred acres in hopes of increasing the 
population of ruffed grouse. GAFW has been skeptical of the project, as 
ruffed grouse are nearly non-existent in North Georgia due to multiple 
factors. They are at the very southern end of their range here, and as 
the climate has warmed, the West Nile Virus has infected and reduced 
the population. In January, GAFW visited the site and reported to the 
Forest Service that the contractor had been operating his huge machines 
when conditions were too wet, resulting in soil compaction and rutting 
in violation of his contract. GAFW surveyors returned to the site in 
September and were surprised to find that the contractor had pulled off 
the job without making any attempt to heal the damage. GAFW reported 
this to the District Ranger who declared the logger in breach of his 
contract and put him on a strict timeline to repair the area.
 
Chattooga District – Marie Dunkle, District Leader

Much of the upcoming Forest Service work in the Chattooga District 
involves major road projects.  ForestWatch volunteers have been involved 
in monitoring and advocating for many of these improvements.
•  A series of new culverts is to be built for aquatic passage along Hale 

Ridge Road. 
•  Patterson Gap Road recently received additional gravel, and culverts 

were replaced. 
•  Darnell Creek Road is receiving major work to allow passage for 

normal vehicles, reduce sediment to streams and sustain better 
conditions. 

•  On the Upper Tallulah River Road bridge repairs are taking place as 
well as general road work to address mudslides, erosion and water 
damage. 

•  Charlie Mountain Road in the Upper Tallulah area has also received 
significant improvement work with the FS partnering with Towns 
County for repair resources.
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A  recent settlement brought to an end a lawsuit filed by the Southern 
Environmental Law Center on behalf of Georgia ForestWatch and the 
Georgia Chapter of the Sierra Club concerning controversial timber cutting 
plans in the Cooper Creek project. The lawsuit was filed in the spring of 
2019. (Georgia ForestWatch, et. al. v. the USFS). Under the terms of the 
settlement, the Forest Service agreed to cancel approximately 285 acres 
of commercial timber harvests in Management Prescription 7.E.1, which 
is designated by the Forest Service as “unsuitable” for timber production. 
In addition, the Forest Service agreed to pay $30,000 to the Southern 
Environmental Law Center towards legal expenses.

The Land and Resource Management Plan for the Chattahoochee-Oconee 
National Forest divides the 867,000 acres of the forest into different 
zones. These zones are referred to as “management prescriptions,” and 
each is accompanied by a list of what should and should not happen in 
each area. The list of should and should nots is itself developed based on 
the management emphasis of each prescription – e.g., recreation, timber, 
conservation, etc. Every prescription is designated as either “suitable” or 
“unsuitable” for commercial timber production. Management Prescription 
7.E.1 areas have as their focus recreation, with timber production 
prohibited (i.e., “unsuitable”) unless such harvests are necessary to 
accomplish a crucial site-specific goal. As part of its lawsuit, ForestWatch 

Good news about Cooper Creek
by David Govus   :   District Leader

argued that the Forest Service had not made this showing 
sufficient to justify commercial logging in Prescription 7.E.1.

The Cooper Creek project planning began in 2012 and 
was formally announced in the spring of 2014. The project 
originally contemplated 2,315 acres of commercial timber 
harvest, of which 253 acres were clear-cuts and the rest 
involved removing half the trees. Eleven thousand  acres of 
burning were planned, as was the liberal use of herbicides. 
Georgia ForestWatch surveyors made numerous visits, 
examined all the areas scheduled to be cut, and wrote 
extensive comments. Perhaps the most inappropriate areas 
discovered that were scheduled for clear cutting, were 2 
blocks of old growth Northern Red Oaks on steep ground 
high up on the northern face of Duncan Ridge. Pictured here 
with one of the trees is Jim Walker, one of the most active 
investigators of the project.

In January of 2018, the Forest Service announced its decision 
to proceed with a scaled-down version of the project. 
The blocks of old growth Northern Red Oaks had been 
eliminated from the planned harvest, and the total acreage 
of commercial harvest was reduced to 1,397 acres. With the 
settlement, the Forest Service agreed to abandon commercial 
harvests in Prescription 7.E.1, reducing the acres to be cut (as 
previously noted) by another 285 acres, including 98 acres of 
planned clear cuts. In the future, we hope the Forest Service 
will only propose timber production in areas designated in its 
Land and Resource Management Plan as “unsuitable” for that 
activity if the harvest meets the limited exceptions allowing 
that activity.

The efforts of Georgia ForestWatch’s staff and volunteers to 
reduce the Cooper Creek project’s impacts to our soil, water, 
and forest resources have been successful, and we are hopeful 
that future monitoring of the project as it is implemented 
on the ground will reduce these impacts even further. This 
big win for the environment could not have been possible 
without the support of our legal partner, the Southern 
Environmental Law Center. They deserve a hearty thanks 
from all who love our public forests. This was great work by 
all involved!  n

District Leader Jim Walker measures a large old-growth Northern Red Oak District Leader Jim Walker measures a large old-growth Northern Red Oak 
on the north face of Duncan Ridge in the Cooper Creek project area.on the north face of Duncan Ridge in the Cooper Creek project area.
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Pollinators on Blood Mountain
by Andrew Linker  :  Outreach Coordinator

A shiny hiney indicates our native carpenter bee, and a fuzzy hiney 
with stripes would be our native bumblebee! We saw both, as Irenee 
Payne, Naturalist and Pollinator Coordinator for Georgia Association 
of Conservation Districts, led an amazing hike up Blood Mountain on 
the first chilly morning of fall.

Early fall is a spectacular time to enjoy the dizzying array of over 150 
species of asters in Georgia. We saw lots of white snakeroot, tickseed, 
goldenrod, and late purple asters, all within the Asteraceae family. If 
you look closely at commonly called asters, each flowerhead has many 
tiny flowers in the center and another layer of ray flowers around the 
outer edge. Where there are so many blooms with sweet nectar, the 
pollinators will surely follow. 

Another wonderful wildflower we encountered doesn’t seem to flower 
at all. As gentian flowers started to reveal themselves along the trail, 
Irenee explained:  “Gentian blooms do not spread their petals like you 
would expect, and our native bumblebees are the only pollinators able 
to get to the nectar without “robbing,” the fascinating practice some 
insects use to eat their way to the nectar from the outside base of the 
flower.” 

From metallic sweat bees to yellowjackets and oil beetles, we all learned 
something new as we took a moment to observe the activity on flowers 
we might normally “fly” by. We were greeted by an early blooming 
American witch-hazel tree and an amazing view from the highest point 
in Blood Mountain Wilderness. You can see more pictures from this 
hike at gafw.org/past-outings, Blood Mtn Pollinator Hike with Irenee 
9.24.21.

Pollinators have been getting a lot of attention lately, and rightly 
so. There is a big push to pay closer attention to our use and timing 
of mowing and herbicides on public and private lands, especially 
roadsides. Ideally, road maintainers would mow instead of spray if 
invasive species are not established. Mowing trail/road sides after the 
summer flowers have turned brown and are ready to disperse their 
seed may be an easy way we can all look after the food source and the 
habitat of our native pollinators. n
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Beetles are pollinators too! Pollen attached to the antennae of aBeetles are pollinators too! Pollen attached to the antennae of a
small beetle on a late purple aster and a beautiful oil beetle. small beetle on a late purple aster and a beautiful oil beetle. 
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District Offices of the Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests Forest Service Contacts

Edward Hunter – Forest Supervisor
USDA Forest Service
Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests
1755 Cleveland Highway
Gainesville, GA 30501   
edward.hunter@usda.gov • 770-297-3010

Ken Arney – Regional Forester
USDA Forest Service – Region 8
1720 Peachtree St. NW
Atlanta, GA 30309 
ken.arney@usda.gov • 404-347-7930

Tom Vilsack
Secretary of Agriculture, USDA
1400 Independence Ave. SW 
Washington, DC 20250 
1-202-720-2791

District Ranger, Jeff Gardner
USFS Conasauga Ranger District
3941 Highway 76  •  Chatsworth, GA 30705
jeff.gardner@usda.gov
706-695-6736 ext. 102

District Ranger, Andy Baker
USFS Blue Ridge Ranger District
2042 Highway 515 West
P.O. Box 9  •  Blairsville, GA 30512
andrew.baker@usda.gov
706-745-6928

District Ranger, Ryan Foote
USFS Chattooga River Ranger  District
9975 Highway 441 South
Lakemont, GA  30552
ryan.foote@usda.gov
706-754-6221
 
District Ranger, Thomas Dozier
USFS Oconee National Forest
1199 Madison Road
Eatonton, GA 31024
thomas.dozier@usda.gov
706-485-7110 ext. 102

Growing up in Knoxville, TN, William (Bill) Witherspoon has been 
interested in geology since he was 10 years old.  It wasn’t until he was in 
his mid-twenties however, that he decided to make a career out of it.  His 
interest was piqued by a London museum’s display in the early 1970s that 
highlighted the plate tectonics revolution.  Plate tectonics is a scientific 
theory pertaining to the movement of the earth’s plates, which are made 
up of the earth’s crusts and uppermost mantle.  It is this slow, physical 
process that explains how and where our mountain ranges are shaped 
that fascinated Bill. He  went on to receive his Ph.D. in geology from the 
University of Tennessee.

After graduation Bill worked in the oil industry in Houston, where  he met 
his wife, and they relocated back to the southeast to raise their family.  Bill 
left the geology field for a number of years to work in software, but it was 
during his son’s field trips that he realized that he was enjoying the science 
of the field trips more than his day job in the software industry. 

He made the career shift back to academics and taught K-12 students and 
their teachers for over fifteen years at Fernbank Science Center, part of the 
DeKalb County School District.  In 2007, the National Associations of 
Geoscience Teachers named Bill the Georgia Outstanding Earth Science 
Teacher.  

During summers and weekends, Bill collaborated with Pamela Gore to 
author the book, Roadside Geology of Georgia, which was published in 
2013.  To date, over 8,000 copies have been sold, and upon retirement Bill 

Member spotlight: Dr. Bill Witherspoon
by Anne Heikkila   :   Board President

began to spend his time promoting 
their book during hike outings, and 
in presentations and newsletters. He 
is passionate about sharing the stories 
that lie below the surface of Georgia 
and its billion year history. 

Bill discovered Georgia ForestWatch 
and the work that we do in the late 
2000s.  He attended hike outings and 
was impressed that ForestWatch employed a forest ecologist to lead 
outings and to incorporate the science of forest ecology into the 
work of ForestWatch. He has continued to support ForestWatch 
as well as lead outings.  By attending an outing with Bill, you will 
learn the geologic history of what shaped, and continues to shape, 
our beloved north Georgia mountains. 

Bill describes Georgia ForestWatch as a “wonderful organization 
that combines the educational outings that teach the science of 
the forest with the oversight of the Forest Service projects that 
help protect our forests.” He says,  “I am proud to be part of this 
organization.”

If you would like more information, or to purchase a copy of 
Roadside Geology of Georgia, please visit:  georgiarocks.us  n

Dr. Bill WitherspoonDr. Bill Witherspoon
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Together again – ForestWatch Retreat 2021
by Sue Harmon  :  Board Member

More than 90 Georgia ForestWatch 
members and friends gathered on October 
9 at the Lake Winfield Scott Pavilion to 
celebrate the work we’ve done, learn about 
the work yet to be done, and welcome our 
new Executive Director, J.D. McCrary.  The 
bright fall day provided breezes and sunshine 
for a variety of hikes and activities, including 
botany rambles, tree identification, herbal 
plants, Native American plant use, forest 
history, and relaxing paddles on the lake.  
The sandwiches were catered, and we 
certainly missed our usual homemade food 
fare, but at least we were able to be together 
outside in the open air.  Dozens of folks 
worked together to make this event happen.  
Once again, it’s our volunteers that are the 
heart of Georgia ForestWatch. 

Photo credits:  Andrew Linker & Sue HarmonPhoto credits:  Andrew Linker & Sue Harmon
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Around the Forest
(continued from page 4)(continued from page 4)

District Ranger Ryan Foote recently expressed interest in having GAFW 
volunteers help assess the need for cleaning out culverts along forest roads 
and reporting on problem conditions.  Interested ForestWatch members 
can contact District Leaders Marie Dunkle or Melanie Vickers about this 
important effort.
 
The District’s Prescribed Fire Project for 2021-2022 focuses on five areas 
in Stephens County.  The objective is improvement of wildlife and plant 
habitat and wildlife urban interface issues.  The total acres involved will 
be 976, and controlled burns will take place primarily in the months 
February-March and May-June and be done on a 3- to 5-year rotation.  
ForestWatch provided comments on this project that took issue with the 
frequency of burning.
 
The Lake Russell Wildlife Management Area Rare Habitat Improvement 
Project is also focused in Stephens County.  The project under Categorical 
Exclusion (CE) involves 1300 acres and is intended to restore and expand 
habitat for locally rare and Federally listed plant species like the Georgia 
aster and smooth coneflower and to reduce the density of forest stands.  
Actions include prescribed fire, commercial and non-commercial tree 
thinning and herbicide use along roadsides. 

 The Locust Stake OHV (Off Highway Vehicle) Trail System area 
in Stephens County has been a subject of concern and involvement 
by GAFW for many years because of impacts to water quality 
and surrounding forest as a result of OHV activity.  The Forest 
Service’s own assessment determined that because of soil conditions 
(including 12 foot deep through-cuts), repair of the area would be 
extremely expensive and unsustainable.  As a result, Locust Stake 
has been closed to OHVs since January 2012. However, GAFW 
volunteers have continued to observe illegal OHV activity in 
the closed area.  The District Ranger is aware of the continuing 
problem and recently submitted a proposal for Federal support to 
do environmental analysis.  This would involve bringing in a special 
NEPA team to do project planning for long-term remediation and 
management.  
 
The District Schedule of Proposed Actions (SOPA) includes a series 
of five Special Use Permits to commercial outfitters who requested 
use of Forest roads, trails and water areas for tours, camping, fishing, 
and led hikes.  ForestWatch comments on these have focused on 
monitoring and limiting SUP activities. n
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Saving Mill Creek’s old-growth
by Cliff Shaw   :   ForestWatch member

The Mill Creek watershed in Fannin County contains one of 
the largest surviving areas of unlogged old-growth forest on the 
Chattahoochee National Forest.  Although part of Mill Creek’s 
magnificent ancient forest was clear cut by Forest Service timber 
sales in the mid to late 1980s, the preservation of over 300 acres 
of surviving old-growth is one of the great untold stories of this 
forest.

The 1,700-acre Mill Creek watershed was originally part of 
the 31,000-acre Gennett Tract, which was purchased by the 
Forest Service in 1912 from lumberman Andrew Gennett and 
his brother Nat Gennett.1  Except for areas that were cleared 
for farming in the mid-1800s, about 90% of the Gennett 
Tract contained “virgin” old-growth prior to its acquisition, 
according to a 1911 Forest Service timber cruise. At the time of 
its purchase, the Mill Creek drainage was dominated by huge 
American chestnuts: 
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The upper Mill Creek watershed is one of the best places on this forest where one can still see old-growth oaks and tulip trees The upper Mill Creek watershed is one of the best places on this forest where one can still see old-growth oaks and tulip trees 
along with the fallen remnants of “those magnificent stands of chestnut timber” that once dominated this forest.along with the fallen remnants of “those magnificent stands of chestnut timber” that once dominated this forest.

As yet the chestnut blight had not crept south down the 
mountains, and often we tallied 10,000 board feet of chestnut 
per acre. It was a year of heavy mast; the ground was literally 
carpeted with ripe chestnuts. One could rake them up by the 
handfuls. The mountain hogs were too fat to walk; they lay on 
their sides and kept on crunching nuts. Today [1940], scattered 
white skeletons, conspicuous among the living oaks and poplars, 
are the only vestiges of those magnificent stands of chestnut 
timber. 2

Under the supervision of the legendary Forest Service Ranger Arthur 
Woody, a “gigantic trout-rearing station” with 16 large circular 
concrete rearing pools was built by the Civilian Conservation Corps 
in 1938 at the junction of Mill Creek with Rock Creek. Because 
maintaining Mill Creek’s water quality for the new fish hatchery 
was a top priority, logging in the Mill Creek watershed, including 
salvaging dead chestnuts, was prohibited by Ranger Woody and all 
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Benton MacKaye Trail Association Seeking 
National Scenic Trail Status for the BMT

(From a press release by BMTA)

One of our partner organizations, the Benton MacKaye 
Trail Association (BMTA) announced that they are seeking 
Congressional approval for the Benton MacKaye Trail 
(BMT) to be designated a National Scenic Trail. To date, 
only 11 long-distance trails have received the prestigious 
designation. These trails epitomize the splendor, diversity 
and historical significance found in the wide array of the 
American landscape.

With its glorious ridgeline views and the innumerable 
crossings of mountain streams, the almost 300-mile-long 
BMT comes by its reputation for beauty honestly. Nestled 
in the Southern Appalachian Mountains, the BMT has 
some of the most varied and abundant wildflowers of 
any temperate climate forest in the world – and – the 
variety of tree species is second to none. Whether it’s 
the creek-side trilliums in the spring, the reddish orange 
of the fall sugar maples at the higher elevations or the 
unmatched 360-degree views in the winter, the BMT is a 
visual treat any time of the year – it truly is an awesome 
hike!

The BMT traverses 82 miles in Georgia and 206 
miles in Tennessee/North Carolina. This includes the 
Chattahoochee-Oconee, Cherokee and Nantahala 
National Forests as well as 93 miles in the Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park, making it the longest trail in 
the Smokies. Also known for its remoteness, a third of 
the trail lies in Wilderness areas where vehicular access 
and motorized tools are prohibited. Here, the hiker finds 
true peace and solitude.

Fall Branch Falls, the Swinging Bridge, Owen Vista 
and Long Creek Falls are just a few of the popular 
hiking destinations on the BMT in the North Georgia 
Mountains. Backpackers love the loop hikes in the 
Cohuttas and on Big Frog.

To learn more about the Benton MacKaye Trail 
Association and/or volunteering, go to the BMTA 
website, bmta.org or contact BMTA Vice President Joy 
Forehand, jwfbrga@gmail.com.

subsequent rangers until 1985. Today, the rebuilt hatchery is known 
as the Chattahoochee National Fish Hatchery and managed by the US 
Fish and Wildlife Service.

Mill Creek’s fortunes would change when the roadless area evaluation 
process in 1985 denied wilderness study area protection for the 3,000-
acre Mill Creek Roadless Area.3  With all protections now lifted, the 
Forest Service began to sell Mill Creek’s valuable old-growth timber 
after apparently disregarding the previous protection afforded to water 
quality for the fish hatchery.  

Logging in the Mill Creek watershed during the mid to late 1980s 
outraged all those who knew about the area’s magnificent old-growth 
stands, including Congressman Ed Jenkins. Representative Jenkins was 
born and raised in Young Harris, Georgia, and served as 9th District 
Congressman from 1973 to 1993. Protecting areas on the forest from 
logging was a top priority for Congressman Jenkins ever since he had 
sponsored a Wilderness Bill that protected four new wilderness areas on 
this forest in 1986.  

The accelerating timber program precipitated by the 1985 Forest Plan 
prompted Congressman Jenkins to sponsor the Chattahoochee National 
Forest Protection Act of 1991, which created a suite of newly protected 
areas.  One of these, the Springer Mountain National Recreation Area 
(later renamed the Ed Jenkins National Recreation Area in his honor) 
included the Mill Creek watershed.  At last, the logging would stop 
in Mill Creek.  But the Act accomplished even more — it established 
the Coosa Bald National Scenic Area as well as the Blood Mountain 
and Mark Trail Wilderness areas.  When Congressman Jenkins needed 
ground-based information and a proposed map showing the boundaries 
of his soon-to-be-protected lands, he contacted ForestWatch District 
Leaders and asked for their expertise. Dubbed the “Chattahoochee 
Design Team,” charter members Dennis Stansell and Jim Sullivan 
were among those instrumental in helping Congressman Jenkins 
determine the final boundaries of these areas.  Jim even testified before 
Congress on behalf of protecting these special areas.4  Once again, 
our ForestWatch boots on the ground were an influential resource for 
protecting the forest.  We all owe the late Congressman Jenkins our 
gratitude for his contributions in preserving over 100,000 acres of this 
forest, including the thousands of acres of priceless old-growth these 
protected areas contain. n

1. The Gennett Tract was the first parcel of forestland approved for purchase by 
the Forest Service in the eastern United States under the Weeks Act of 1911.
2. William Barbour, “A Bit of Chattahoochee History,” published in the 
September 1940 issue of The Dixie Ranger, a monthly newsletter published by 
the US Forest Service’s Region 8 headquarters in Atlanta.
3.  From the Final Environmental Impact Statement prepared for the 
Chattahoochee-Oconee National Forests’ 1985 Land and Resource 
Management Plan.
4.  Our History:  32 Years of Watching Your Forest, Georgia ForestWatch 1986-
2018
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